Let p{z) = e'P + px z + p2z2 + ■ • ■ be regular in the unit disc A with \ß\ < tr/2, and let \tfu, v) be a continuous function defined in a domain of C X C. With some very simple restrictions on \p(u, v) the authors prove a lemma that Re \j^p(z),zp'(z)) > 0 implies Re p(z) > 0. This result is then used to generate subclasses of starlike, spirallike and close-to-convex functions.
1. Introduction. In a recent paper [7] it was shown that if f(z) = z + a2 z2 + 
^R e/»(z)>0, zGA.
All of the inequalities in this paper hold uniformly in the unit disc A, and in what follows we shall omit the condition "z G A ". Furthermore, if we let \p(u, v) = u + av/u, then (2) becomes (3) Re ^(p(z),zp'(z)) > 0 => Re p(z) > 0.
In this paper we prove (3) for a general class of functions \¡/(u, v) and then use this result to generate subclasses of starlike, spirallike and close-to-convex functions.
2. Definitions and a fundamental lemma. The class ^ is closed with respect to addition, and if <// E ^ then 1/uV £ 'i' for perhaps a different domain, and a\¡> G ^ for any a > 0.
Note that condition (c) of Definition 2.1 can be replaced by Re \p(u2 i, vx ) 0 when (u2i,vx) G D and vx < 0. Though some generality is lost in considering the resulting class (for example, \p5 is lost) it would be much easier to work with algebraically.
We will need the following generalization of Definition 2.1 for some of our later results. Note that -^(1 -2w2sin ß + u2)/cos ß < 0. From the definitions we see that % = f'. It is easy to check that \px, \¡>2, \p3 G % for any b, while t//4 G % for b = e'ß with | ^| < -n/4, and \p$ G % only for b -1. (ï)(p(z),zp'(z)) G A and
The class 9b(ip) is not empty since for any \¡/ G % it is true that p(z) = b + px z G 9b(\¡>) for \px I sufficiently small (depending on \p).
We now consider the most important result of this paper.
Lemma 2. where pàl.
Since |w(z0)| = 1 and w(z0) ¥^ 1 we must have
where A is real, and thus from (5) we obtain
, and thus by using (6), (7) and (8) we obtain Remarks, (i) In the special case b = 1, the lemma shows that 9x(if) is a subset of 9, the class of Carathéodory functions
(ii) If we apply the lemma to the example \¡/x we obtain implication (2) . By applying the lemma to \p2 and i^3 we obtain Re[/»(z) + otzp'(z)) > 0, with a è 0, =^> Re p(z) > 0, and
We see that each \p E % can be used to generate a subclass of the set of regular functions with positive real part. Our final result of this section deals with the relationship between the coefficients of any/»(z) G 9b(\p) and its generating function \p. Proof. Since \p(p(z),zp'(z)) is a regular function in A, it has a Taylor expansion of the form (9) ¡p(p(z),zp'(z)) = q0 + qxz + q2z2 + ■■■ valid in A. Since Re \p(p(z),zp'(z)) > 0 we must have \qx\, \q2\ g 2 Re q0 = 2 Re \¡/(b, 0). Comparing coefficients in (9) we obtain (i) and (ii). This theorem enables us to obtain coefficient-bounds very easily without resorting to tedious series methods. For example, applying the theorem to \p$ we quickly obtain \px\ < In 2. 
<t>6(u,v) = -\n(u/v -£) with D = [u\\ < |u| < |} X [v\] < \v\).
Note that S(<pj) = S*,%(^>2) = C, the class of convex functions, S(4>3) = 91ta and S(<i>4) = ty, the class of gamma-starlike functions [5] .
We now show that by suitably restricting <j>, S(<f>) will be a nonempty class of starlike functions. The theorem shows that each <p satisfying (a), (b) and (c) generates a subclass of S*. It is easy to show that examples <$>x, ..., <f>6 satisfy these conditions. For <j> = <bx, <t>2, <¡>3, or <p4 we obtain known subclasses of 5*, but as a new example consider 4>5. For S(<J»5) we have -GS?)öaM>-'» '* Note that if <f> and 0 satisfy (a), (b) and (c) then so do $ + 9, u$/v, -uv<¡> and l/<f> for perhaps different domains.
The following theorem is the analogue of Theorem 2.1 and provides a very quick method for calculating some coefficient inequalities. It can easily be extended to an. where \qx \, \q2\ g 2 Re <#>(1,1) and all partial derivatives are evaluated at (1, 1).
We close this section by giving an application of Theorem 3.1 to a problem of S. D. Bernardi [1] and R. J. Libera [6] . In [1] it is shown that if g G S* then the solution of the differential equation Our main result for generating subclasses of spirallike functions is the following theorem which is easily proved by using Lemma 2.1. 
Then §>ß(w) is nonempty and S^(co) C S(ß).
The set S^(w) is not empty since z G Eß(u) for any w satisfying the hypothesis. Note that although some generality is lost, the theorem is still true if we replace the inequality in (c) by the simple inequality v2/u2 > 1.
It is easy to check that the following functions satisfy > 0 for z G A, then f(z) is univalent [4] and is said to be close-to-convex. The class of close-to-convex functions will be denoted by K. In the special case when g(z) = z and ß = 0 we will denote the class by R.
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